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Hydraulic fracturing and stress distribution around a pressure shaft
and spheroidal cavern
H.KOIDE & M.TAKAHASHI
Geological Survey of Japan, Tsukuba

The hydraulic fracturing of rocks is the major problem for pressure
shaft, tunnels and storage caverns. The hydraulic fracturing method for in-situ
stress measurements usually supposes the formation of axial fractures around a
cylindrical borehole subjected to internal fluid pressures. However, the fractures curve out vertical to the minimum regional stress in short distances from
the .borehole. Transverse fractures are formed under extreme stress conditions.
The exact stress distributions around a cylindrical hoLe or spheroidal cavity
wi.th internal fluid pressures were obtained from an analytical solution based on
the three-dimensional elastic theory under various regional stress conditions.
The combined effects of internal fluid pressure and regional deviatoric stresses
are discussed for adequate control of induced fractures around pressure shafts,
tunnels and caverns subjected to internal fluid pressures.
ARSTRACT:

1

INTRODUCTION

The hydraulic fracturing phenomena were
first realized from quick Ioss of vater
during drilline of oiI vell (Hubbert,
l{iIIis ,1957). The hydraulic fracturing
vas applied to the in-situ measurement of
stress in rock.
The formation of fluid conduit by

hydraulic fracturing is vital to the
extraction of geothermal energy from hot
dry rocks.The pressure tunnel and underground storage cavern for oil could be
fractured by the effect of fluid intrusion
into the vaII rock.
Hovever, the mechanism of hydraulic
fracturing has not been understood enough
to control the path and direction of
fractures. The hydraulic fracturing method
for in-situ stress measurement usually
assumes the formation of fractures along
an axial plane around a cylindrical borehole due to internal fluid pressure.
However, hydraulic fractures curve out
into the vertical direction to the minimum
regional stress in short distances from
the sall of borehole. Transverse fractures
could be formed under some stress conditions.
In this paper, the orientation of
hydraulic fractures is discussed on the
basis of an exact analytical solution of

three dimensional elastic theory around a
spheroidal cavity and around a cylindrical
hole.
2.SIRESS AROUND A SPHEROIDAL CAVITY

the Boussinesq's three function
of the three dimensional elastic
theory, Edwards (1951 ) obtained an exact
solution for the distribution of stress
around a prolate spheroidal cavity in an
infinite homogeneous, isotropic elastic
body vhich is under an arbitrary uniform
state of stress at infinite distances from
Using

method

the cavity.

ALthough the Edwards' solution allows us

the exact estimation of stress distribution around a spheroidal cavity, the solution is too complicated and hard to be
calculated.
In this study, the Edwards' solution is
modified into a more convenient form for
estimation. This equations give the estimation of effect of internal fluid pressure in the cavity, too.
L€t the Cartesian co-ordinate system
O-xyz be introduced with O at the center
of the spheroidal cavity and O-z coincident vith the axis of revolution of the
cavity (Fie.1). Since the state of stress
at infinity is uniform, O-xy can be
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solution of the displacementmay be represented
as a Iinear combination of these solutions
provided the harmonic functions (e,0,,1)
are chosen properly. The prolate
spheroidal co ordinate system is defined
by the equation of transformation:
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where:

the shearing stress at
infinity is zero. The stress distribution
throughout the elastic body can be
obtained as a li.near combination of the
solution to the following }oading conditions (tension is positive in this paper):
Case 1: (isotropic state of stress)

q=s i nhq, q=co sha-- K/T +S

oriented so that
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stress
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(5)

p-cosB,p-sir|-{_p'?(9)
As q=qo and q=qo at the waII of the
prolate cavity, the longest diameter of
the cavity is equaL to Zqo along the
z axis and the shortest diameter is equal
to 2q6 in the equator of cavity.
Suitable harmonic functions should be
chosen on the spheroidal co-ordinate and
coefficients should be determined to fulfill the boundary conditions that the
stress is uniform at infinity and the
normaL stress is constant on the cavity
wall (q=qo). As the process of calculation
is the essentially same as that of
klwards(1951), the nenly modified final
equations, only, are described in this
paper.

For convenience, the folloving auxiliary
functions are introduced
:

h2=-:q'+p'

effect of internal fluid pressure in
is negative in this
paper) is also estimated:
Case 6: (internal fluid pressure in
The

h/.-1==,

the cavity (pressure

q8+tr

q--ff+q2qcotn

cavi ty )

P;=P,9,=gr=(t.=T1y=Tyz=Tzr=0

I u, u,

'

(6 )

In the classical three-function approach
of the theory of elasticity, the general
solution of the displacement equilibrium
equations i.n the absence of body forces is
taken as:

Qo--qE

q6qoco

q+7

(10)

th qe=-qe2-Sz 1sg9-E1
qo+l
I

2.1 Case 1: j.sotropic state of stress
the surrounding elastic body is under an
at j.nfinity:

I

u] =!r"Erad,l

rq--E-lroeg]

isotropj.c uniform stress (oi )
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as q-@
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or equivalently, as q-Od tO B
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Tq0,OB),O)o-*0

The boundary stress condition at the
cavity vaII is : at q=q6
oq=T

dp,=T

rt=O

( 13

)

At an arbitrary point in the surrounding
rock, stresses are obtained on the spherodal co-ordinate (o,B,y) as follolrs:
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2.2 Cas€,:pIane isotropic state of stress
The surrounding elastic body is under a
plane isotropic stress (o" ) at infinity:
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vhere the coefficients are as follows:
Dr =4 { - (1+u )q6-So-ff (2+3Qo ) }
(15)
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The basic solutions are as
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Then, stresses are obtained at an arbitrary point in the surrounding rock on the
spheroidal co-ordinate(a,6,y) as follows:
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+
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The coefficients are determined as folIows:
or r =4Qoqoq6

,zt=Aqiq6
The basic

the case
Case

solutions are the

(n)
same as ln

q=q6
od=Tdp=To7=0

Stresses are obtained at an arbitrary
point in the surrounding rock on the
spheroidal co-ordinate (o,6,y) as follovs:
o,=Z]f

*hzqz)
shearing
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The uniform deviatoric stresses perpendicular to the axis of revolution (z axis )
of spheroidal cavity are applied to the
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The cases 4 and 5 are essentially sane
stress conditions where one of pure shearing stresses is parallel to the axis of
revolution (z- axis ) of the spheroidal
cavity. The combination of cases 4 and 5
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2.4 Cases 4 and 5: pure shearing stress

at the cavity vall

Stresses are obtained at an arbitrary
point in the surrounding rock on the
spheroidal co-ordinate (a,6,f) as follovs:
a,=

+6f,;

1

)] l

3(q2-q6) l4+2q2 (z+se)l ) l
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2.3: plane state of pure
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The boundary stresses
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at the cavity vall
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ARO1JND

A CYLIMRICAL

(Fie.2

)

:

r=pcos-y

(38)

u=ps1n}

vhere p=1 31 the waII of cylindrical
hole. Stresses at arbitrary point in the
surrounding rock are obtained on the
cylindrical co-ordinate by modification of
solutions in the chapter 2 as followsi

Although the stress distribution around
a spheroidal cavity under any kind of
macroscopically uniform state of stress

linear combination
of solutions of cases 1 ,2,3,4 and 5, the
internal fluid pressure in a spheroidal
cavity, also, induces the stress disturbance field around the cavity. Where the
internal fluid pressure (P) pushes the
inner vaII of a spheroidal cavity:
at e=eo,oo*

js

can be obtained from a

(34)

rop=Tor=0

stress condition of the surrounding
infinitely far from the cavity is:

The
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Stresses at an arbitrary point in the

surrounding rock are obtained as follovs:
_D

oo=+ {olhsl.
u1

,

}ozhszo+

D

(q2

qfr

ott=fr

I cr1651B+o26,S2p+

or-#

{o,rS,, +ozhsz.y+(q2-qfi

(q2-qfi

)o1653"i

Fie.2 Cylindrical hole
)crrr,,Ssf

]

)orr,Srr}

HOLE

A cylindrical hole such as a borehole,
shaft or circular tunnel can be considered
as an extreme case of prolate spheroidal
cavity vhose aspect ratio (qqlqs ) is infi
nite. The solutions in the chapter 2 are
much simplified when qo and q approach to
zero. The cylindrical co-ordinate can be
used instead of the spheroidal co-ordinate
by substituting p=q/qo as follons

2.5 Case 6: internal fluid pressure

rock

}

diz'sq;.tqz-qGtr2*se

-r)s2Q*q24 (2+BQ)- (q2-q}) lz*qz (z

v)

c

where the coefficients and basic solutions are all the same as in the Case 1.

1

)h2l

zor=-hqp

{

(37)
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HYDMIJLIC FRACTI]RE ORIENTATIOI.I

The tension fractures are formed under a

-1)oacoszt
p'
o==or-4oa"orz^l
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'p'D'p-

r,.- 0-+
p

O-1 r1-
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r,,-"p'p'(1+9 tt1 4
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t

\1
p

11+$ ;o4cos27 (39

)

rusiny I

)oasinZr

zy plane:
op*

1r,cos7-trsiny I

At the vaII of cylindrical hole, ( p=1),
the stresses are as follows:
oo-4

-2

(o ; + o, ) -P - 4o

oz=oN+zD

(ot.

oa, )

or-3op,-o11r,-P

acos?1

t.r=2(trcosl-r,siny

(40 )

)

L

pz- t pl-w

If the shearing stress r,=0,o,oz 07 op
the maximum at the vall of hoIe. If
the stress o.t is maximum, new tension
fractures may be formed along the axial
plane, which includes the axis of revolu
tion of cylindrical hole. If the stress o=
is the maximum stress, nev tension fractures may be formed along the transverse
plane, which is perpendicular to the axis
of revolution of cylindrical hole. In many
cases ) oN , o11. and oHv cannot be con
trolled, but we may control internaL fluid
pressure (P) up to the limit vhich is
determined by the fracture strength,
effective permeability and pumping rate.
The preferable condition for the formation
of axial fracture rather than transverse
fracture is given by or)o. as follovs
may be

tp.=t0.,-O

The primary normal stress to the direction of axis of cylindrical hole (Z-axis)
is oN before excavation of hole. The
x-axis can be taken to the direction of
Lhe plane maxrum principal stress (minimum
compression) in the transverse plane that
is perpendicular to the axis of revolution
of cylindrical hole. Then the plane maximum stress (minimum compression) is o11,
and the plane minimum stress (maximum )
compressi.on is o11, The stresses at infinity in the solutions in this paper can be
rewri.tten as followsi

(]1 =oN

(Fie. 3

)

:

P)- (3-2r )ot.+ (1-2y )ox,,+ow

(au-+ou,, )

ai+on=-Y
vo2
^,_

(41

)

(oHr-oH, )

Then, the sLresses at the vall of hole
are rewritten as follovs:
op-P
o z=o

o)-o4x+opu P 2 (ou,-ollr)cos27

t

p.-t

(TucosJ'-t.sin7

)

(M)

where 7,=Q. Even in the most difficult
stress condition for the formation of
axial fracLure, ogr=oHe and oru=Q (except
for tension), axial fractures are formes
aL.
(45)
P) Zan

If the shearing stress rr cannot be
neglected in the plane which includes the
axis of hole and the maximum transverse

N-Zp (oH,-oHu )cos2y

Tzy=2

(43)

Trr= 2T,

o.=oi-AuodcosZl
o,

higher tensile stress than the tensile
strength (Tm ) of material or under a
higher effective stress o Po)T* vhere the
pore pressure cannot be neglected. As the
tensile strength of rock is usually smalI,
fractures are apt to occur under the
tensile stress. The maximum stress at the
valI of cylindrical hole apparently takes
place at the intersection between the vaII
and the axial plane which includes the
axi.s of hole and the minimum transverse
stress (maximum compression ), that is,
zY-PIane. As y=90' or tTO in the

Q2)

stress (minimum transverse compression),
hydraulic fractures are formed along a
plane vhich is incined vith the folloving
angle 0 from the axial plane (zy-plane):

or=O
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oHy=-

used as indicator of the orientation of

horlzontal compression in the
earth's crust (BeLl8Coueh, 1981 ).
The stress state approaches to the primary stress state in short distances from
the hole. For example, stresses are calcuIaLed at P=3,u=0.3 as follows.
maximum

1.o

Axial fractures

op=O.89 (oi+o, )+0.

1

1P

az=o i-O .1 3o4cos27
oY=1 .1 1

(o;+o, )-0.1 1P-1

zr==0 .89

(r.cos1+ rrsinT

.O4oacos2l (49)
)

tr=--1.19sin2y

0.6

t.r-7.7 1 (rrcosT rasinT)

1

0

-oN

Fie.3 Conditions for the formation of
axial fractures

anzo=ffi

(46)

This equation suggests that the orienta-

Lion of hydraulic fractures may be con
trolled vith the internal fluid pressure.
The control of fracture orientation can be
theoretically used to estimate stresses in
various orientations, although extremely
quick )-oading is required to apply high
fluid pressure in a borehole.
The normal stress o, to the wall of hole
is equal to the internal fluid
pressure(P). Hovever the theoretical solutions indieate that the stress o, becomes
tensional or less compressional at the
just inner sj.de of wall of rock to Lhe
direction of maximum transverse compres
sron under the following stress condition
(47)

oHr -oHu

If the

pressure,
\3oH,

stress in this inner
is higher than the pore

maximum

extensional zone
oH,, 2P 12

24toh o1t))

, t''-rn
"

(48 )

then, arcuate fractures parallel to the
wall of cylrndri.cal hole may be formed.
The arcuate spallrng aL the waII of cylindrical hole causes elongation of the circular section of borehole.The borehole
elongation of vertrcal- oiL vells may be

The difference betveen the local
stresses and regional stressses is only
abouL 1O-2O% at the distance of one hole
diameter from the vall of hole. Therefore,
the fractures are expected to curve into
the direction normal to the regional maxi
mum stress in short distances from the
ho]e.

The Geological Survey of Japan measured
the in-situ stress by overcoring and
hydrauJ.ic fracturing from an underground
gallery in the Seikoshi gold mine, north
lrestern Izu Peninsul-a, Japan
Results of in-situ stress measurement by
overcorlng are:
a

t

-'2.

1l[Pa,,9/B' lr02' c]ip

oz- 3.$Fct.S12" El1' clip

03-

17

.A\IPI,NOA' h42' dip

Results

of in situ stress measurement

by

hydrofracturing are:

ot-

3.Altrct,544" 135' dip

o2--5.&Pcr,,S8' 817' dip

or= 12.3rPo,N10' 850' dip

The overcoring and hydraulic fracturing
in the same boreholes. The
host rock j.s diorite. The point of measurement is 350m deep belov the surface at
were conduct.ed

Although
138' 50' E.
are some differences between the
results of stress measurements by overcorrng and by hydrofracturing,both measure
ment suggest the essentially similar
stress state of horizontal extension. The
result, of overcoring method shovs the
horizontal extension in the east-west
direction probably due to the bending of
the Philippine Sea plate which descends
under the Eurasia plate along the Sagami
Trough at just vest of the Izu Peninsula.
34" 54'N,

there
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Axial fractures vere formed by hydraulic
fracturing of a horizontal l\57'E azimuth
borehole in the Seikoshi mine'but the
fractures soon turned into almost perpendicular direction to the regional minimum
stress (Fie.4).

includes the direction

of the

transverse

stress (minimum compression). The
inclination of hydraulic fracture may be
controled by the internal fluid pressure.
Although the exact control of fluid pressure is difficult due to fracturing of
rock, the change of pumping speed of fluid
may resultes in the change of effective
internal pressure. The large deviation in
the stresses in the prependicular direction to the axj.s of cylindrical hole may
cause arcuate parallel fractures at short
distances from the wall of hole. This
arcuate fractures cause the borehole
elongati.on in the direction of transverse
maximum compression. The internal pressure
is effective to prevent the formation
maximum

these arcuate fractures.
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5. C0{CLUSIoI{

The exacL stress distributions around a
cyLindrical hole or spheroidal cavity with
internal fluid pressures vere obtained
from an analytical solution based on the
three dimensional theory of elasticity
under vari.ous regional stress condi.tions.
The critical internal fluid pressure for
the formation of axial plane fractures is
obtained from the theoretical solutions
around a cylindrical hole. If the absolute
value of internal fluid pressure is
smaller than the absolute value of this
critical pressure, transverse fractures
may occur around a cylindricaL hole. If
the stress state in the transverse plane
to the cylindrical hole is isotropic and
all other stress components are zero, the

critical internal fluid pressure for the
formation of axial fracture is two times
of the transverse stress. The hydraulic
fractures are inlined by the shearing
stress in the axial plane of hole which
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